CIRCULAR

JIWF (Japan India Women Forum) is organizing the Japan Career Program funded by JIWF. JIWF dedicated to offer unparalleled opportunities to students to reap out maximum benefit out of this programme. JIWF aims to provide work integrated learning opportunities and getting students out in the real world by enhancing the skills required and boost employment prospect.

Program Description
Program Starts from 20.01.2023 to 20.11.2023 Monthly language training
Youth Event Delhi - March 15, 2023
Travel to Japan - April 5, 2023
Exchange Program - September 1, 2023

It includes four series for students, details are mentioned as under:

1. Japan Language Proficiency Test (JLPT)
2. Japan Tech Students Exchange Program (JTSEP)
3. Youth SDGs Summit
4. Japan Educational Tour (JET)

Interested students may fill the registration form at https://forms.gle/cS6AQwh64MMN2h6x5

For any clarification, kindly contact Ms. Shreya at shreya@codetots.com.

Details of program fee, registration fee and other details are shown on the next page.
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Japan Career Program by CodeTots

Japan Career Program our ultimate goals are to bridge the gap between Japan and India and to advocate for diversity and internationalization in Japan. We aim to do so by matching talented students and workers with Japanese companies looking for an international edge.

JCP is focused on the exchange of student’s training, exchange program, industrial visits and placement in Japan for university students.

It includes four series for students, details are mentioned as under:

1. Japan Language Proficiency Test (JLPT)
2. Japan Tech Students Exchange Program (JTSEP)
3. Youth SDGs Summit
4. Japan Educational Tour (JET)

While details of above Programs are attached, features in brief are as under:

1. **Japan Language Proficiency Test (JLPT)**
   - Starting Period – January 2023 – November 2024
   - Program Fee – Sponsored By Japan India Women Forum Association
   - Registration Fee – 1000 INR
   
   a. Teaching Japanese Language from N-5 to N-4 in 2023 & N3 – N2 In 2024 level through an application & virtual interactive session by Japanese Professionals. Our Associated partner for this program is Japanology University (https://japanology.site/JUM.html)
   
   N-5 will commence in 3rd Sem followed by N-4 in 4th Sem, N-3 in 5th Sem and N-2 in 6th Sem.

   b. Providing all supports to students for on line registration for the exams conducted by Govt. of Japan.

   c. The Application has got in built assessment system by the reviewer of Japanese Institutions. Students found performing well in the Japanese language learning App may have an opportunity to work in Japanese Industry on meeting the required educational criteria.

   d. Arranging Educational Japan tour & Recruitment drive in Japan for the interested students.

   e. Providing all supports for Placement activities in Japanese Companies to the interested eligible students who have cleared N-2 level of Japanese Govt. Language exam.
2. **Japan Tech Students Exchange Program (JTSEP)**
   Starting on Sep 01, 2023 – Oct 1, 2023
   Program Fee – Sponsored by Japan India Women Forum Association
   Registration Fee – 1000 INR

   Live Virtual Sessions by Professors of Japan University on latest IOT technology using wireless sensor network, Virtual Reality Sense & Graphics, Robot Interaction & other topics requested by students. JTSEP Session shall be conducted between 01.08.2023 to 01.10.2023. The Program shall be highly beneficials to the students for upbringing their Technical skill. Codetots Japan shall provide the Certificates to each student for having completed the Students Exchange Program.

3. **SDGs Summit**
   Duration- 3 Days
   Dates : March 16, 2023, April 22, 2023, Dec 12, 2023

   SDGs Summit will bring the Japan leading voices together to share perspectives, discuss industry trends, elaborate on the work culture, philosophy & Lifestyle and empower young people globally to create sustainable solution.

4. **Japan Educational Tour (JET)**
   Duration- 1 Week (On Actual Cost)
   Dates: As suggested by respective institute

   When students go beyond the classroom it brings education to life, unlocks new potential, and opens a world of possibilities. That’s why we prioritize safety, value, and the kind of learning that prepares students for the future and their futures.

   The program fee is waived of by JIWF. Only registration fee of INR 2000 is payable to CodeTots Japan.

   For Registration: [https://forms.gle/2HjZj8uAR36w28pk7](https://forms.gle/2HjZj8uAR36w28pk7)
Japan Career Program (JCP)
Why Consider Career in Japan

• As Japan’s shrinking population makes it harder for employers to fill posts, more of them are opening their positions to foreigners.

• 250,000 Engineers required by 2025.

• Japan is renowned as a high-tech nation, with a thirst for innovation, technology and engineering.

• If you have a bachelor’s degree in a relevant engineering discipline, starting annual salary of around ¥6 million (INR 30 Lakhs) to ¥10 million (INR 60 Lakhs).
4 Key Features of the JCP
JAPAN LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY TEST

A GOOD UNDERSTANDING OF JAPANESE WILL HELP YOUR APPLICATION GET NOTICED

- 3RD SEM - JLPT N5 (JULY 2023)
- 4TH SEM - JLPT N4 (DEC 2023)
- 5TH SEM - JLPT N3 (JULY 2024)
- 6TH SEM - JLPT N2 (DEC 2024)

EXCHANGE PROGRAM WITH JAPANESE UNIVERSITY

EXPAND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
EXPERIENCE JAPANESE STYLE EDUCATION
MAKE NEW FRIENDS
03

YOUTH SDG SUMMIT

INTERACT & LEARN WITH JAPANESE PROFESSIONALS

TO EMPOWER YOUNG PEOPLE GLOBALLY TO CREATE SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS

04

JAPAN EDUCATION TOUR

JAPANESE WORK CULTURE JAPANESE PHILOSOPHY

BRINGS EDUCATION TO LIFE, UNLOCKS NEW POTENTIAL, AND OPENS A WORLD OF POSSIBILITIES
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JLPT

Japanese Language Proficiency Test
By Japanese Government
What is JLPT

Brief Introduction

It is a standardized criterion-referenced test to assess, verify, and confirm the ability of the Japanese language of non-native speakers and Japanese learners.

It covers Japanese language knowledge, reading comprehension, and listening skills.
JLPT comprises five levels (N1, N2, N3, N4, N5).

The most manageable and lowest level is N5, and the most challenging and highest level is N1. They are valid for life, awarded and recognized worldwide.
(i) N5 – It is specially developed for beginners. Candidates are expected to learn Hiragana, Katakana, around 100 Kanji (Chinese characters), their readings and pronunciations, and approximately 400-500 Japanese words and the basic rudiments of Japanese Grammar.

(ii) N4 – One can listen and comprehend conversations encountered in daily life and generally follow their contents, provided that they are spoken slowly. You need nearly 300 Kanji and 1500 Japanese words.

(iii) N3 – One can listen, read, and comprehend coherent conversations in everyday situations at near-natural speed and typically follow their contents and grasp the relationships among the people involved. You require roughly 600 to 700 Kanji and also approximately 3000 to 4000 Japanese words.

(iv) N2 – Level 2 represented an even more notable jump up in requirements. At this level, the demand surges to 1000 kanji and 6000 words. People who attain level 2 are acknowledged to have upper intermediate Japanese conversational ability and can say so on their resume.

(v) N1 – Level 1 is, was as you would expect, the highest and most sophisticated level. Students who passed this advanced level would have to master 2000 to 2500 kanji and more than 10,000 words. In short, you are a Japanese expert, and proficiency resembles near-native!
The JLPT is held twice a year (on the first Sunday of July and December) in Japan and selected countries, including India, and once a year in other regions (on the first Sunday of December).

The application period is usually around early March until late April for July’s examination and around early August until late September for December’s exam.
JLPT uses an MCQ multiple-choice computer-scored answer sheet.

JLPT exam is of 180 marks. For N1 to N3 – Test questions are subdivided into three major sections.
(i) Vocabulary & Grammar, (ii) Reading, and (iii) Listening, whereas, for N4 and N5, there are only two sections : (i) Vocabulary & Grammar and Reading, and (ii) Listening.
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Japan Tech Student Exchange Program
Exchange programs make you more employable.

- Experiencing a different education system and practices can be of great advantage once you enter the job market.
- It will make you more Globally Aware. Once you start looking for jobs and going on jobs interviews, practical knowledge can be of great advantage.
- It helps you build a global network.
- Certidication Program will increase your competencies, advance your career, useful to your employee & Coworker.
Youth SDGs Summit
To empower young people globally to create sustainable solution.

CodeTots Events will bring the Japan leading voices together to share perspectives and discuss industry trends, elaborate on the work culture, philosophy & Lifestyle.

We will focus on maximizing your learning with fast and relevant insights.
Japan Educational Tour
When students go beyond the classroom it brings education to life, unlocks new potential, and opens a world of possibilities. That’s why we prioritize safety, value, and the kind of learning that prepares students for the future and their futures.
THE TIMELINE OF JAPAN CAREER PROGRAM

- **July 2023**
  - JLPT N5

- **Dec 2023**
  - JLPT N4
  - Interaction with professionals

- **July 2024**
  - JLPT N3
  - Industrial Visit + Interview in JAPAN

- **Dec 2024**
  - JLPT N2
  - Education Tour

- **PLACEMENT**
• Japanese Language - 1 Year (N5 - N4)
  DATE: JAN 20, 2023 – NOV 20, 2023

• Exchange Program
  DATE: SEP 1, 2023 – OCT 1, 2024

• Youth SDGs Summit
  MARCH 16, 2023 – APRIL 22, 2023 – DEC 12, 2023

• Education Tour
  AS COVEYED BY THE INSTITUTES
APPLICATION FOR JAPAN CAREER PROGRAM

FEES : SPONSORED PROGRAM BY JAPAN INDIAN WOMEN FORUM ASSOCIATION

REGISTRATION FEE : 2000 INR PAYBLE TO CODETOTS

EDUCATION TOUR : ACTUAL COST

APPLICATION : GOOGLE FORM + REGISTRATION AT CODETOTS SYSTEM
Team
ANJANA SHIMODA
Get started with the most effective way of learning a new language

HIDEFUMI KASAGI
CEO - ROUND CO. LTD
(FOUNDER MEMBER - HERO HONDA, INDIA)
Title: Future design with AI in the Japanese automobile industry
Indian IT engineer's bridge business to Japan

SOUTAROU NEMOTO
CEO - JAPAN HOUSING
Get valuable real-world advice from architecture technology professional. Technical design and expertise used in building design process
PRIYA CHETTY  
CEO - PROJECT GURU  

Develop sustainable behaviour patterns in daily life activities using a novel framework for responsible behaviour.

NOBUYASU KANEKO  
CEO - DIC  

Technologies for the future Discussion with young innovators will expand your possibilities and inspire your future career.

ODORICA LUCA  
GLOBAL PLANNING STRATEGIST - TDK CORPORATION  

Attracting Tomorrow - Robotics, IoT, Energy, Connection, Wellness, Mobility.
YOKOHAMA, LOCATED 30 KILOMETERS FROM TOKYO, IS THE SECOND-LARGEST CITY IN JAPAN WITH A POPULATION OF ABOUT 4 MILLION PEOPLE.

YOKOHAMA HAS THE LARGEST NUMBER OF IT AND FOREIGN COMPANIES BASED IN THE CITY.

YOKOHAMA & MUMBAI, SISTER-CITY AGREEMENT WAS SIGNED IN 1965 FOR VARIOUS CULTURAL EXCHANGE AND ECONOMIC EXCHANGE PROGRAMS WITH THE INTRODUCTION OF BUDDHISM TO JAPAN IN 552, THE PHILOSOPHY OF INDIA WAS INTRODUCED AND IT BECAME THE FOUNDATION OF JAPAN’S MORAL CULTURE.

YOKOHAMA WAS ALSO A PLACE THAT HOSTED EXCHANGES BETWEEN LEADING LITERARY FIGURES OF JAPAN AND INDIA, SUCH AS THAT BETWEEN THE NOBEL PRIZE WINNING INDIAN POET RABINDRANATH TAGORE AND JAPANESE SCHOLAR TENSHEIN OKAKURA WHO WROTE ABOUT ASIAN CULTURE AND IS WIDELY KNOWN FOR HIS THE BOOK OF TEA. TAGORE VISITED JAPAN SEVERAL TIMES FROM 1917, AND OKAKURA IN TURN VISITED TAGORE IN INDIA. TOGETHER THEY BELIEVED THAT WHILE UNDERGOING THE WESTERNIZATION OF THEIR CULTURES, IT WAS ALSO IMPORTANT TO TREASURE THE UNIQUE CULTURES OF ASIA, AND TOGETHER THEY CALLED FOR “ASIA IS ONE”.

CODETOTS AIMS TO SPREAD AWARENESS ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS OF UNITED NATIONS.

ADDRESS
CODETOTS JAPAN
(Head Office)
11 Nihonodori, Naka-ku
Yokohama Information
Cultural Center
11th floor, Yokohama,
Kanagawa, Japan 231-0021

EMAIL
hello@codetots.com
hr@jiwf.org

WEBSITE
www.codetots.com
The year 2022 marks the 70th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations between Japan and India. We firmly believe that young, ignited minds of our countries will be the foundation of an even stronger friendship in the future.

Team
Japan India Women Forum
CodeTots Japan
Let's Begin the journey!

Arigato

CodeTots